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Network WarriorO'Reilly, 2011

	The examples used in this book are taken from my own experiences, as well as from
	the experiences of those with or for whom I have had the pleasure of working. Of course,
	for obvious legal and honorable reasons, the exact details and any information that
	might reveal the identities of the other parties involved have been changed.
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CISA: Certified Information Systems Auditor Study GuideSybex, 2006
Take charge of your career with certification that can increase your marketability. Demand for information systems auditors has increased dramatically since the adoption of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002. Now you can prepare for CISA certification and improve your job skills with the targeted training you'll receive in this valuable book.
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Windows System Programming (4th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2010
“If you’re writing a native Win32 program or just want to know what the OS is really doing underneath, you need John’s book. He covers the stuff that real systems programmers absolutely must know. Recommended.” 

–Chris Sells, Microsoft Corporation
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Professional Flash Lite Mobile Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Discover how to create Flash Lite mobile apps from the ground up


	Adobe Flash is an ideal choice for developing rich interactive content for "Flash-enabled" mobile devices; and with this book, you'll learn how to create unique applications with Flash Lite. Through a series of code samples and extensive example...
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12 Essential Skills for Software ArchitectsAddison Wesley, 2011


	As you start reading this book, I hope you are prepared to keep an open

	mind and are willing to try some new approaches to your daily life.





	My name is Dave Hendricksen, and I have the privilege of being a software

	architect for Thomson Reuters, where the focus of my work is on producing

	intelligent legal...
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Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 2: Storage, Security, & NetworkingMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking features in Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or...
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Powerful Tools for a Modern Knowledge-Based Economy (SpringerBriefs in Business)Springer, 2014

	In this book, Hanadi Mubarak, Ali Husain and Michael promote the concept of innovation incubators from a business-management perspective. The book provides a comprehensive roadmap for the development of new economies based on technology, as well as value added in technology transfer, innovation development and an entrepreneurial climate.
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Perl Testing: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
Is there any sexier topic in software development than software testing?  That is, besides game programming, 3D graphics, audio, high-performance clustering, cool websites, et cetera? Okay, so software testing is low on the list.  And that's unfortunate, because good software testing can increase your productivity, improve your...
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Character Animation in 3D, : Use traditional drawing techniques to produce stunning CGI animationFocal Press, 2004
Finally! A forthright approach to a complex art form. An inspired text that fuses an essential understanding of fundamental traditional methods and technology.
Rita Osei, Animation & Graphics Producer, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Toonami

It was surely a matter of time before a publication like this emerged. An understanding of...
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Actionable Web Analytics: Using Data to Make Smart Business DecisionsSybex, 2007
Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the...
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TSP: Leading a Development Team (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2005

	Leaders of software-development projects face many challenges. First, you must produce a quality product on schedule and on budget. Second, you must foster and encourage a cohesive, motivated, and smoothly operating team. And third, you must maintain a clear and consistent focus on short- and long-term goals, while exemplifying quality...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-516): Accessing Data with Microsoft .NET Framework 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	
	
		This training kit is designed for developers who write or support applications that access
	
		data written in C# or Visual Basic using Visual Studio 2010 and the Microsoft .NET
	
		Framework 4.0 and who also plan to take the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist
	
		(MCTS) exam 70-516. Before you begin using this kit, you...
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